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Las Vegas, NV (Newsworthy.ai) Friday Sep 22, 2023 @ 1:30 PM Pacific —

Modish.ai is thrilled to announce its official iOS launch today. Even before today’s grand
unveiling, this cutting-edge app secured a notable rank as the 122nd most downloaded app
under the Graphics and Design category on the Apple Store, heralding a seismic shift in the
industry.

Meet the Executive Team

Bennie Thomas, CEO: With 22 years of executive-level sales experience, Bennie has served
at industry leaders like SEGA GameWorks and Trifecta Management Group, working with
esteemed clients such as the Raiders, Facebook, Google, Kaiser Permanente, and Wells
Fargo. An expert in rental arbitrage, his flagship property is a six-figure success story in the
real estate market.

Jasper Ale, CMO: Originally from Nigeria and a proud alumnus of Minnesota State
University, Jasper serves as the Chief Marketing Officer. With expertise in Prompt
Engineering, Mid Journey, and Astria, he is the genius behind visually compelling ads and
videos. His vision is to take Modish.ai global, extending its transformative power beyond
borders.

Neon Apps: The technological backbone of Modish.ai, Neon Apps has a proven track record
in iOS application development, boasting over 200 top-performing apps. Their commitment
to tech excellence serves as the foundation for Modish.ai.

What Modish.ai Does

Modish.ai is not just an application; it’s a transformative engine for real estate and design.
We empower realtors, leasing agents, home enthusiasts, and interior designers to upload
existing listing photos to our revolutionary app, choose a design style, and repost. The
result? Listings that show not just what is, but what could be—turning everyday spaces into
luxurious possibilities.

Why Choose Modish.ai

Immediate Acclaim: Already ranked 122 in the Graphics and Design category on the
Apple Store prior to the formal launch, signaling a future market upheaval.
Global Footprint: Successfully beta-tested in 8 different countries, with over 190
satisfied clients.
Affordability Meets Luxury: Sidestep the traditional high costs of staging with our cost-
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effective digital solutions.
User-Centric: Our intuitive interface can transform spaces with just a few clicks.

Experience Modish.ai

Engage with this unprecedented shift in the industry. Transform your listings for just $2.50
per property or opt for our enterprise package at $299 per month, allowing for the
transformation of up to 50 homes into architectural marvels. For an insider look, message
us for an exclusive demo code.
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